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USE OF TELEMETRY PREPROCESSOR IN A
REAL TIME CLOSED LOOP TEST SYSTEM

BHARAT PARKHANI
PAUL R. TAYLOR

ABSTRACT

Application of new and modern technology to Fire Control Systems (FCS) requires
qualification through extensive simulated testing followed by field testing.

This paper addresses application of a telemetry preprocessor in a real time closed loop test
system, for testing an anti-aircraft tank FCS. A predefined and preprogrammed test
sequence loaded into the preprocessor allows it to accept measurement data and return
processed stimuli data in real time to various units in the loop. An acquisition and display
subsystem consisting of a host computer and workstation allows data archiving and quick-
look displays to check data integrity. Interactive operator and/or programmable control of
test sequencing permits system flexibility.

Ultimate usage as a test set for verification of function, performance and accuracy in a
production environment would give the user a test platform which provides productivity
improvement.

SYSTEM DESCRIPTION

The system is a closed loop test system for testing antiaircraft tank turrets. The system
consists of a Fire Control Computer (FCC), different Radar Target Simulators (RTS)
(Analog, Digital and Optical), the Data Preprocessor (EValuation And Test [EVAT]) and a
Host Computer system with a Workstation (MEAS). The FCC provides stimuli data to
EVAT which processes the data and distributes it back to the FCC, the MEAS, and the
Target Simulator in real time. The data going to the MEAS can be displayed on the
workstation terminal and also stored on the disc as a data archive file for later analysis.

The block diagram in Figure 1-1 indicates the specific application of this system process.
The concept may be applied in many closed loop testing configurations. The basic
components are the Control Computer, the processor, and the test device (in this case the
Fire Control System). Serial or parallel data, transmitted via various electronic interfacing, 



Figure 1-1.  System Block Diagram



is possible in this system. All of these methods have been implemented in the various
configurations developed.

A block of data is transmitted from the FCC to the EVAT serially over an RS422 link. A
coincident system clock is used to generate timing signals required to convert this into a
telemetry data stream operating in a burst mode. This mode of operation provides the
EVAT, the Host Computer, and the Workstation with data in a form normally used in
telemetry systems. The data content for the specific application consists of angular,
positional, and distance values, all used in calculations to adjust the closed-loop system.
The targeting information is defined in the Host Computer, as Target/Command Tables,
which are downloaded to the EVAT for processing. Time reference is established by
incrementing the time value by a fixed number of milliseconds every time a burst of data is
received.

OPERATION

The system uses the system clock to establish the first word in the data stream, permitting
subsequent processing to be performed within the EVAT. As each data word is received,
applicable algorithms are applied which permit control of the data and processor activity
during the entire frame.

The first data word in the frame is verified for a frame sync pattern. If there is no pattern
match, a global flag is set, and all subsequent words entering the unit are ignored. The next
system clock restarts the process, so only one frame of data could be lost due to sync loss
and so that no partial frame of data is processed by the system. Upon a successful compare
of the pattern, all subsequent data words are processed. As part of the first word’s
processing, the Target/Command Table processing is performed. The frame is 151 words
long. As part of the real time processing, there is a requirement to output data to the Radar
Target Simulator after first 18 words have been processed. The algorithms performed on
word 18 include outputting a selected set of data from both the Target/Command Table
and from calculations collected during processing of data prior to word 18. Calculations
are performed using the input data, and constants previously defined, with the results being
stored in EVAT memory for output at appropriate time. A second output, which contains
the Command Data, is returned to the FCC when the last word (151) is encountered. This
data is output serially in a burst mode.

Real time processing of data in the EVAT includes such functions as conversion of
encoded angular data to floating point; calculation of targeting position correction values,
calculations of system delay, and other engineering functions used to simulate targeting of
the FCS. These values are output to the host computer for display at the workstation, and
for recording on disk for later analysis. The Target/Command Table contains the appropri-



ate targeting information necessary to calculate the needed delta values. The table also
contains the targeting position values used to simulate the target positions during the
simulation. The targeting information is part of the data which is output to the RTS unit.
All incoming data, calculated data, and appropriate data about the TCT is output to the
host computer.

The Target/Command Table consists of a number of table elements, each containing data
used for target position, and constants for calculation of deltas, error correction, etc. Each
element also contains the desired function to be performed. These functions permit precise
control of processing during the test sequencing. The table is constructed using a menu
entry interface to create the TCT source file. The operator is presented with a display
which contains entry positions for each of the table element values. As entries are made,
the file is updated, one record per table entry. When testing is to be performed, the file is
compiled into an image that is loadable into the EVAT. These image files are subsequently
loaded into the EVAT, both at the initial test startup and later under dynamic control.

Real time processing of the table element consists of several functions. The available
functions are Continue, Hold, Wait, Reset, Start, and Terminate:

! Continue is used to cause a step to the next table element, and process data based on
that element’s information.

! Hold function causes the processor to set appropriate flags so no subsequent data
processing is performed. This mode is modified by operator control in a dynamic
update to the EVAT.

! Wait function causes a temporary hold until the specified number of frames have
passed, then processing continues.

! Reset function causes the table element pointer to reset to the first table element, and
defaults table processing to a hold function.

! Start function changes a reset table hold condition to a continue.

! Terminate function causes a reset, but also outputs data specified in the terminate table
element, before placing the processor in the hold mode.

In the system, the Target/Command Table processing is performed each time a valid frame
is encountered. The first is to determine what table function is to be performed next. Each
frame of data cause output of table status (element number, current table process state, and 



next process state) to the Host Computer. This data can be displayed; it is also stored for
use in later analysis.

SYSTEM CONFIGURATION

As shown in Figure 1 - 1, the Target/Command Table data is generated by the user on the
MEAS and downloaded to the EVAT along with all Test Procedure information. The FCC
provides stimuli data to the EVAT for preprocessing. The EVAT processes this data
together with the TCT data and, based on the test procedure definition, outputs the
appropriate data to the MEAS, the FCC, and the RTS. All downloading from the MEAS to
the EVAT is done by means of parallel interface through DRV1W card in the MEAS and
Parallel Setup Module in the EVAT.

EVAT interfaces with the FCC, RTS, and MEAS. These functional interfaces are
described in the following sections.

FCC !>  EVAT DATA PATH

The input data from the FCC is a serial RS-422 dataset which contains a 16-bit frame sync
pattern word followed by 150 data words(300 bytes) of 16 bits each. This data is
transmitted in a burst every 20 milliseconds, coincident with the system clock. The special
RS422 S/P P/S PWA (serial-to-parallel parallel-to-serial converters with RS422 drivers
and receivers) in the EVAT converts the serial data to parallel data and provides it to the
RS422 Data Input Module (DIM) as 16-bit data transfers. The S/P hardware uses the
system clock to act as a frame clock so the DIM can identify word 1 of the major frame.
The hardware converts a serial burst of data into a conventional PCM data stream and
provide the basis for all further processing in the system.

EVAT !> FCC DATA PATH

The EVAT output path to the FCC is from the Parallel Output Module (POM) to the
RS422 S/P P/S PWA where the parallel data is converted to serial data and transmitted
over RS422 lines. This serial output to FCC occurs after 150th or last word of data input
from the FCC. This data consists of 30 bytes of Target Command and other data which is
output in a burst mode.

EVAT !> RTS DATA PATH

The EVAT output path to the RTS is dependent on the type of simulator being used. It is a
TAG, DATA parallel output from the POM or a serial data only output from the RS422
S/P P/S PWA. This data is buffered during processing in the EVAT and output in a burst



mode at a prespecified word time. This output buffer is built from selected and/or
processed incoming or TCT words. The size is dependent on the RTS being used.

EVAT !> MEAS DATA PATH

There are two data paths from the EVAT to the MEAS. The Display output is a TAG,
DATA parallel output from the POM to the CVT interface card in the MEAS. All or
selected parameters can be sent to this card where a Current Value Table (CVT) is
maintained for distribution to workstations for display. The Archive output is a 16-bit
parallel TAG-DATA-DATA sequential transfer from the POM to the archive interface
DMA device. All or selected parameters can be sent to this card, which outputs the data to
disk for storage and later retrieval.

SERIAL INTERFACE CHARACTERISTICS

All serial data transfers to/from the EVAT consist of 16-bit words transmitted as 8-bit
bytes via a UART. The serial stream operates at 500k Baud for the FCC link and 19200
Baud for RTS serial link. The following protocol is employed for the UART:

Data Channel: Asynchronous
Data Bits: 8
Parity Bit: Even
Start Bit: 1
Stop Bit: 1

SYSTEM SOFTWARE

The system provides the capability for multiple user access to Test Procedure information.
All Test Procedure specific information is stored in a unique account. Each unique account
contains the necessary FCC input data definitions to process the telemetry data stream
input, one or more Target/Command Tables, and the graphical data display files used to
display real time and post test data. The Host Computer and the Workstation both contain
software which provides all necessary functions to set up collect, distribute, and display
data gathered during the testing. The EVAT is loaded with software, Target/Command
Tables, and other data necessary to process, in real time, the closed loop testing. There is
support for pretest setup and definition, control of data acquisition and processing,
dynamic modification of real time processing, and display of both real time data and
previously recorded archived data.

The real time processing is based on the identification of data as a telemetry data stream.
The frame clock, which causes the word counter to reset, drives the process. The data is



processed in the EVAT as a telemetry stream using the 20 millisecond frame clock as the
reference (other clock rates can be used in this system). Data processing control is
determined by a frame sync pattern embedded in the data stream. This provides the
capability to control further frame level processing as required. Input data which does not
contain the pattern is ignored in the EVAT. Once the pattern is acknowledged, the EVAT
processes data on a word-by-word basis. The Target/Command Table is also processed by
the EVAT based on whether processing has advanced to Lock. The Table is made up of
table elements, each representing one frame processing. Once the sync pattern has been
verified, the EVAT processes one table element every frame. Based on the incoming FCC
data and the current table element contents, target data and correction values are
transmitted from the EVAT to the RTS and FCC. This is the process which provides the
test control and measurements necessary for accomplishing the desired test.

MAN-MACHINE INTERFACE (MMI)

The software system uses a sophisticated Man-Machine Interface (MMI) for entering the
user-defined information and for controlling system operations. This MMI consists of
forms for the entry of setup information and menus for controlling the operation of the
system. All menus use the graphical windowing capability of the MEAS and provide the
user with both keyboard and mouse data selection options. Help facilities to assist the
operator during data entry and operations control are an integral part of this MMI.

The system contains a Parameter Database, a Graphical Display Editor, and Real
time/Playback Display Manager, a Networking Manager, the Data Acquisition Package,
and the Target/Command Table Support Software:

! Parameter Database provides the capability for inputting data stream definitions,
processing definitions, and output destination specifications for all stimuli and other
input/output devices.

! Graphical Display Editor and Real time/Playback Display Manager provide the user
with the ability to create and execute data displays. The display formats include the
following:

- Bar Charts
- Scrolling or Fixed Alphanumeric
- Smooth and Jump Scrolling Time History
- Retained Data Scrolling Time History
- Dynamic Symbology
- Annunciator Panels
- Polar Plots



- Cross Plots
- Standard Two-Dimensional Drawing Facility

! Networking Manager provides the workstations with real time data from the host
computer for real time graphical displays.

! Data Acquisition Package allows the system to control both Host Computer input
devices, the device used for interfacing real time data from EVAT to the Host
Computer and the device used for archiving data to disk.

! Target/Command Table support software consists of menu driven, fill in the blank,
data entry environment along with a real time dynamic load capability for loading
subset portions of the Table to the EVAT

TARGET/COMMAND TABLE

The Target/Command Table provides the capability of sending command data to the FCC
and/or Target data to the Radar Target Simulator. The table structure is shown in Figure
1-2. The table resides in the EVAT memory, and occupies 128k bytes of the 256k bytes of
available memory. The other 128k bytes are used for parameter and algorithm processing
definitions.

Time referencing in the data stream is based on the 20ms time clock. Each burst of data
from the FCC is assumed to be at 20 ms intervals and all times are incremented by this
20ms. The system has provided the capability to modify the time interval to match other
framing times.

SOFTWARE SYSTEM FUNCTIONS

The system is capable of performing these primary functions required to accomplish the
testing of the FCS:

! Provide MMI to the Target/Command Table for table data entry and table data editing.

! Convert a Target/Command Table file into a suitable format for loading to the EVAT.

! Perform necessary data conversions and calculations to appropriate data words within
the EVAT.

! Process the appropriate Target/Command Table element coincident with the current
data samples.



TARGET/COMMAND TABLE:

Figure 1-2. Target Command Table



! Output data words, via the P/S converter, for transmission to the FCC.

! Output data words from the Target/Command Table coupled with incoming data
words to the RTS via the EVAT.

! Output data to a CVT for display of real time data at a Workstation.

! Output data to a disk file for playback redisplay during real time or post-test.

! Upon operator demand, cause control of Target Command Table operations in the
EVAT to be modified. (Commands are Reset, Start, Terminate, Hold, Wait, Continue
and Load.)

! Upon operator demand, load a different Target/Command Table into the EVAT for
processing.

! Perform communications functions between the Workstation processor and a Hand
Held Terminal.

! Upon operator demand, pause or restart data recording of archived data during
execution of a test.

EVAT PROCESSING IN HOST COMPUTER

The following functions are provided in the system, as they relate to EVAT Processing in
the Host Computer:

! Load the Target/Command Table Image File to EVAT.

! Modify current Target/Command Table state in EVAT (issue commands); and

! Compile the Target/Command Table Image file from the Target Command Table.

These functions are in addition to the telemetry acquisition preprocessing. That function
examines the parameter database and compiles the necessary loadable image for the
EVAT to use during telemetry data acquisition and recording.

HAND HELD TERMINAL

This terminal is used as a communication tool between the Workstation operator and a test
operator within the tank. The software residing on the Workstation also provides software
support for a Hand Held Terminal. This terminal is able to emulate the DEC VT100 and



the display has 4 lines of 20 characters each. The display is updated every 2 seconds. The
user is able to control the Target/Command Table processing in the EVAT with Terminate
and Continue commands. The Hand Held Terminal Software supports these functions via
FORTRAN-called subroutines:

! Initial program access to terminal: This software establishes a connection to the HHT,
for all further I/0 operations.

! Collect and issue Continue command to EVAT: When the terminal has transmitted the
continue command characters, this software issues a Continue command to the EVAT.

! Collect and issue Terminate command to EVAT: When the terminal has transmitted
the terminate command characters, this software issues a Terminate command to the
EVAT.

! Collect and write message to display header: When the terminal has transmitted a
message character string, this software issues the transmitted message to the
Workstation display in the message area.

! Collect and write data to specified CVT data location: When the terminal has
transmitted an update character, the transmitted data is written to the CVT, at the
offset designated.

! Transmit text and CVT data to terminal: Data is collected from CVT and transmitted
every 2 seconds. When this software is executed, the desired text is transmitted to the
terminal. Then, every 2 seconds, the DATA from the CVT is collected using a
predefined TAG as an offset. This data is then converted to ASCII and transmitted to
the terminal.

! Associated STOP data transmission to terminal: When any transmission from the
terminal is received, this routine cancels transmissions of CVT data being sent to the
terminal.

! Wait for verification characters from terminal after text/data is transmitted: When text
and data has been transmitted to the terminal, then this software waits for a response
transmission from the terminal. The response is then made available to the calling
program.


